## Current Model Affiliates

| Affiliation fee | > $1,650 (annually, on anniversary date); **Beginning July 1, 2019 – $1,850** |
| Model certified parent educator renewal fee (includes access to online Foundational Curriculum) | > $175 per person, up to 17 model certified parent educators (due annually on October 1; subscription runs October 1 through September 30) **Beginning July 1, 2019, up to 20 model certified parent educators**  
> Large consolidations: Cap of 25  
*Consolidations with fewer than 25 will be able to take advantage of the cap of 17; **Cap of 20 starting July 1, 2019.**  
> Foundational 2 Curriculum access: $50 per person, no cap (annually, on anniversary date of Foundational 2 training) |
| Core training (fees vary, based on training location. Includes 1st year access to curriculum) | > Foundational Curriculum + Model Implementation: $990 per person  
> Foundational Curriculum: $875 per person  
> Model Implementation: $250 per person  
> Foundational 2 Curriculum: $550 per person |

## Subscribers/Approved Curriculum Users

| Individual subscriber renewal fee (includes access to online Foundational Curriculum) | > $240 per person (annually, on anniversary date of Foundational training)  
> Foundational 2 Curriculum access: $50 per person (annually, on anniversary date of Foundational 2 training) |
| Core training (fees vary, based on training location. Includes 1st year access to curriculum) | > Foundational Curriculum: $875 per person  
> Foundational 2 Curriculum: $550 per person |

## New Model Affiliates

| Affiliation fee | > $3,850 (first year); **Beginning July 1, 2019 – $4,100** |
| Parent educator renewal fee | > First year, prorated, model certified renewal fees are included in affiliation fee. Foundational 2 Curriculum access fees still apply.  
Beginning with second renewal, use pricing in Current Model Affiliates table above and will be due on the affiliates anniversary date. |
| Core training | Refer to Current Model Affiliates table above. |